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Stress-induced hyperglycemia is a significant issue in the Intensive Care Unit (ICU). Accurate glycemic control aims to reduce episodes of hyperglycemia to mitigate negative outcomes, while simultaneously eliminating the risk of hypoglycemia. The STAR (Stochastic TARgeted) protocol provided safe and effective glycemic control in pilot trials. This research evaluates the long-term glycemic and nutrition delivery performance of STAR in the Christchurch Hospital ICU (NZ).
Method:
STAR is tablet based and uses a model of the glucose-insulin system, coupled with stochastic model-derived risk intervals, to compute optimal nutrition and insulin interventions. The software lets clinical staff enter patient specific requirements, which constrain the optimization algorithm. Patient data from June 2011 to December 2013 was retrieved from the Christchurch ICU. 183 patients were analyzed, after exclusion of patients who spent less than 24 hours on STAR.
Result:
Patients on STAR spent 80.6% of time within recommended blood glucose (BG) limits of 4.4–8.0mmol/L, with an average 13.6 BG measurements/day. Only 3 cases of BG less than 2.2mmol/L occurred (1.6% by patients), all caused by clinical error.  The median patient received over 90% of the 25 kcal/kg/day caloric goal by day 4, and 1g/kg/day of protein by day 2. Over 60% of patients received 1g/kg/day of protein by day 3.
Conclusion:
The STAR protocol has consistently maintained safe glycemic levels in the Christchurch ICU and provides flexibility to patient-specific requirements, while reducing clinical burden. It reduces feed to combat high insulin resistance, which is prevalent in early days of stay, but exceeds most published reports in delivering total and protein nutrition. This research supports STAR as an important companion to regular clinical practice for optimized glycemic control and nutrition delivery.

